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Welcome to the first ever edition of the World Stars 
Magazine! This magazine is an Amino exclusive 
magazine, made by a select few of community 
members, like myself. We have worked very hard to 
bring this to you, and we sincerely hope you like it! 
This magazine contains reviews, art and fanfiction, 
quizzes, competitions and much more, all for your 
viewing pleasure.  If you’d like to contribute any of 
your own stuff, be it drawings, writings, cosplays or 
events, there’s a section at the end that tells you 
how you can get involved! Enjoy! 
 - yuushii 
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Favourite Object Contest by Norbae Icechick 
Due: December 30th 2017 

Tag your entry with: #FavouriteObjectContest and the category it falls 
under (#FavouriteObjectWriting, #FavouriteObjectArt, or 

#FavouriteObjectCosplay) 
What do do: Create an OC of an official Hetalia character’s interest and 

draw, write about, or cosplay it 
Rules: No NSFW, stealing, tracing, and do not discourage others 

How to enter: Comment that you have entered on the original post and 
reblog it 

 
There will be 9 prizewinners in total (3 from each category) 

First place: Full drawing of the OC with their lover, a wiki entry on Norbae 
Icechick’s page, a follow from Narbae Icechick, a pony version of the OC 

by Salty Demon, and a possible chibi version of the OC by Mierulii 
Second place: Chibi drawing of the OC with their lover and a follow from 

Norbae Icechick 
Third place:  Headshot of the OC and a follow from Norbae Icechick 

The Awesome Story Competition by 
Preussen 

Due: December 31th 2017 
Tag your entry with: #PrussiaFicContest and it should be confirmed that it 

has been received within three days 
What do do: Write a story about anything 

Rules: Nothing against the Amino guidelines, and have fun 
How to enter: Comment something along the lines of “I’m in” on the 

original post 
What is a podfic: An audiobook but for fanfictions 

There will be three prizewinners and each one will have a podfic of their 
fanfiction made by Preussen 
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WHY DID WW1 HAPPEN? (PART 1) 

It was pretty obvious that a war was going to break out since France 
wanted the land back from Germany, Germany wanted to build an 
Empire and they were building ships in mass quantities that made 
England nervous. Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman Empire thought they
were stronger and better than other countries but of course, the other 
countries disagreed. 

In Sarajevo in Austria-Hungary, the arch-duke, Franz Ferdinand, and his 
wife went to agree to some terms with the Serbian's because they were 
on very uneven terms. On their way, they drove down main roads, in an 
open car and told everyone in advance that they were driving down main 
roads in an open car in the news. 

A group of assassins were waiting at four main points for him. The first 
didn't act, the second threw a bomb that blew up the car behind the 
Arch-duke and was captured. Even though they were nearly killed they 
go back to visit the wounded officers still in their open-topped car. 

The driver took a wrong turn and by sheer misfortune one of the 
assassins were there and they shot the arch-duke. This triggered the war. 

Austria-Hungary thought that Serbia had something to do with the 
assassins, and they probably did, so they go declare war on Serbia. 

by julchen 
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WHO ARE WHOSE FRIENDS? 

Austria-Hungary is friends with Germany and Serbia is protected by 
Russia who's friends with France so they all declare war on each other. 
France is kinda friends with England. Although England just stayed out of 
the war at first. Which is great for Germany. 

Germany has a plan believe or not. Russia takes a lot of time getting 
ready for war so Germany was going to attack France so quickly that 
Russia would not be ready yet and then take over Russia but no that 
didn't happen. 

France had lots of defences along the German border and because 
Germany didn't want to fight them they went through Belgium. Belgium is 
a neutral country and they start to fight back so they slow Germany down 
and England gets involved in the war because they are allied with 
Belgium. And Germany continues to attack Belgium. 

America got interested in England's and Germany's propaganda of the 
war and through the whole thing was just trying to get them to love each 
other but still helped out the Allies destroy Germany. 

Russia is now finally ready for war. Germany asks Austria-Hungary to take 
care of it and Austria-Hungary fail miserably and so Germany has to send 
troops over to help them. 

Back on the Western Front Germany was advancing pretty quickly. The 
trenches start from the sea all the way to Switzerland, and now let's learn 
about trench warfare. 

by julchen 
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TRENCH WARFARE 

Trench warfare is where there are trenches facing each other quite far 
apart and in the middle, there is No Man's Land. It is called No Man's Land 
because barely anyone survives going through it. One side would attack 
with thousands of artillery shells 24/7. Then the attacking troops would 
run across No Man's Land until they gave up of took over the oppositions 
trench. The defending trench would shoot the attackers while they were 
still safe and the attackers would suffer huge casualties. 

Living in the trenches was a war of its own in a way. You had to 
overcome: 
•Corpses 
•Mud that could leave you stuck and sometimes even drown you(like 
quicksand) 
•Pools of poisonous water 
•Rats 
•Diseases 
•The smell 

Thank you for reading! If you have historical events you would like me to 
write about don't hesitate to PM me and I'll try to look into it! See ya for 
part two in the next issue, 
Julchen. 

by julchen 
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Preussen: I'm really glad you're excited about this! Thank you so much 
for saying you'll do it, it means a lot. 

AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER (A+C Inc.): Np my dude, ready whenever you 
are! 

Preussen: How long have you been in the fandom for and, when and why 
did you join Amino? 

AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER (A+C Inc.): I've been in the fandom for about 4- 
5 years now. I joined Amino when I first into Doctor Who. Eventually, I 
joined the Hetalia fandom when I heard about it on Virtual Space, then I 
moved to Anime Amino and started my Hetalia obsession there. 

Preussen: That's a long time to have been in the fandom for and from 
what I've seen you contribute to the community a lot and that is 
wonderful! We don't see much of that in the Hetalia fandom. Next 
question! On the subject of communities, you're a retired curator. Is there 
a reason that you left? What you enjoy your experience as being such an 
integral part of our community ? 

AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER (A+C Inc.): Yes, I am a retired curator. I would 
rather not say the reason I retired for it's rather personal, and I don't want 
to start any drama. I enjoyed feeling like I was actually protecting 
someone. Sometimes I can be a very motherly person, when I was a 
curator part of me felt like a mother. I helped a lot of people and I'm 
happy that I did. 

Preussen: Thank you for your time as a curator though. From what I've 
heard it's very a very difficult role to take on. 

with AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER 
(A+C Inc.)
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AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER (A+C Inc.): It really is 

Preussen: What parts of the community do you like the most? 

AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER (A+C Inc.): Oof that's a hard one, I think I enjoy 
the roleplay community the most because of their wild and active 
personalities that they can have. A lot of these roleplayers also do things 
like draw, I just feel like I can relate with the art and RP community the 
most. I mean I have a wild personality too so it's lowkey bias. 

Preussen: I have spent some time in and around the art and roleplay 
communities and have made some wonderful friends, and I don't think it 
biased at all! Time for another question: Your art is beautiful and I loved 
your most recent artwork, titled 'The Communist Twix and the Capitalist 
Musketeer'. Especially with the background. Has there been anything that 
has influenced on art style? 

AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER (A+C Inc.): Mhm, mainly from the ZodiacLord, 
and my other artist friends like Mexi and Hucco. I just remember seeing a 
DIY with that kind of background a while ago. Plus I had candy I didn't like 
so I used it. 

Preussen: That's possibly the best use for candy I've seen in a while, 
other than eating it, that is. Now for the last question of the day; I've seen 
that you have made a few Alternate Universes. Would you like to tell me 
a bit about your favourites? Even if they're not made by you. 

AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER (A+C Inc.): I think at the moment my most 
favorite is my Digital Parasite AU, based off of the Doctor Who episode 
Nightmare in Silver, basically in the AU it's post-apocalypse and most 
humans and nations have been turned into complete robots or cyborgs.  

with AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER 
(A+C Inc.)
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The origin of the problem being an human interface (which I haven't 
named an official character to be) once there are four of these robot 
parasites in an uninfected's mind, they are taken over by a robotic 
alternate personality. The more parasites infecting you, the stronger the 
personality is. The alternate personality is NOT a 2p. Actually in this AU 
1p's, 2p's, and Nyo's live in the same world and call each other cousins.      
   My second favorite is probably the Wolftalia AU I have collabed with 
my fellow former curator, Mexico, to make. It takes place in Yellowstone 
National Park and tells the tale of two rival packs merging into one after a 
large war broke out. Her Mexico OC leads the pack that won the war and 
is an extremely skilled huntress. While Alexander leads the losing pack 
and is a talented young upstart. Especially in the art of war. 
   Finally I have NUW, which stands for National Underground. It is a 
strictly OC-based AU with only 5-7 canon countries. Basically the canon 
characters and the OC's are divided into two worlds. The canon's world is 
normal and is earth. While the OC's is covered in a total eclipse, and is 
separated into four plateaus, with one admin ruling each plateau. An 
admin is literally the creator of an OC. The admin's main OC is their 
representative. For example, in the AU I am an admin of the third plateau 
and Alexander is my representative. All Hetalia OC's are in this
underworld and are divided among each plateau at random. The 
plateaus have no way of communicating with each other and cannot 
travel between each plateau. When 5-7canon countries are poofed there 
thanks to one of the Admins, the canons are able to create bridges for all 
of the OC's and canons to move across. 

Preussen: They sound really interesting! Thank you for sharing them, I 
would be interested to read any one of these AU’s as a story. Once again, 
thank you for taking the time to do an interview! It was wonderful to talk 
to you. Have an awesome day! 

with AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER 
(A+C Inc.)
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By Lucy(#1 fan girl)

Check out these super cute, 
festive icons!
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by CrazyCat233

Hey there everyone, it’s CrazyCat233 here with this 
HetaMagazine’s first fanfiction review! We are starting with 
KayRocker’s recent FrUK oneshot, “Recipes are for Amateurs,” 
which features our beloved Frenchman and Englishman, 
planning to celebrate America and Canada’s birthday with a set 
birthday cakes. KayRocker combines a little bit of humor, fluff, 
and headcanons to create a wonderful story that is sure to keep 
readers entertained. A few things I liked most about this piece 
was the use of headcanons and how the characters were 
portrayed. The headcanon about England getting anxiety about 
cooking for others provided more depth to the reason why his 
food was “bad.” The characters weren’t over-exaggerated, 
which I appreciate greatly as it’s easier to write out of character
then in character. The story and writing itself was very adorable, 
I loved the writing style as well. For a little bit of critique for the 
future, I think that when characters are speaking back and forth, 
you put a little more space between the quotation marks. It was 
a little hard to keep up with who was saying what when there 
was two or more phrases being said right beside each other. 
Besides that, this writing was wonderful, please never stop 
writing, and keep improving! 
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This is a piece by Aulia NurFitrah Ibrahim portrays a literal 
combination of Spain and England. The green light on both of 
makes it look as they are almost truly one person. This is 
strengthened by the shading in the hair bring each color onto 
the other side at random points. Possible improvements are that 
Spain’s hair has details within it, whereas England's does not, 
and the transition of brunette to blonde could have been 
smoother. Even without shipping this, I think the art is amazing.  

by Split Star 
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This one was done by Dovely. Finland is wearing some 
Christmas stuff, and has his mochi, Hanatamago, and a present. 
The shading, wrinkles, and angles were all done extremely well. 
Finland’s hair is a bit longer than normal, but I personally think 
this makes him look cuter. There is a strange object behind 
Hana that I can’t quite figure out what it is. All in all, a cute piece 
of art. 
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Wordsearch

ENLGAND  

AMERICA 

FRANCE 

RUSSIA 

CHINA 

CANADA 

ITALY 

GERMANY 

JAPAN 

PRUSSIA 

ROMANO 
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qUIZZES!

Allies Quiz 
1. Who are all the members of the Allies? 
2. How many older brothers does England 
have? 
3. When is France’s birthday? 
4. What does America’s cowlick represent? 
5. Russia is related to which two other 
countries? 
6. What word/sound does China commonly 
end his sentences with? 
7. Which Ally is constantly forgotten?

Axis Quiz 
1. Name all the members of the Axis. 
2. What is Italy’s full name? 
3. What is Prussia’s nickname for Germany? 
4. How many dogs does Germany own? 
5. Which country suggested the name 
“Axis”? 
6. When is Romano’s birthday? (It is also 
Italy’s birthday)
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Join us!

Hey you! Wanna get your work featured in the next issue of the 
magazine? E-mail us at hetamagazine@gmail.com, or message 
any of the team (check the links page to see who you can 
contact.) 

You can submit art, cosplays, fanfics, reviews...the possibilities are 
endless! However, make sure that its within the community 
guidlines. Go wild! 
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Links
Magazine curators 
yuushii - http://aminoapps.com/p/vui3z1 
Julchen - http://aminoapps.com/p/vui3z1 
Preussen - http://aminoapps.com/p/xb9grt 
Edinburgh - http://aminoapps.com/p/rp64og 
Split Star - http://aminoapps.com/p/9xyggyt 
CrazyCat233 - http://aminoapps.com/p/m2b2gp 

Featured content creators 
Norbae Icechick - http://aminoapps.com/p/1ek256 
AgRESSIVE SOUTHERNER (A+C Inc.) 
- http://aminoapps.com/p/j226ov 
Lucy (#1 Fangirl) - http://aminoapps.com/p/zs51it 
KayRocker - http://aminoapps.com/p/gnpds 
Aulia NurFitrah Ibrahim - http://aminoapps.com/p/04b11b 
Dovely - http://aminoapps.com/p/ycc80b
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qUIZ ANSWERS

Allies Quiz 
1. England, America, France, Russia, China, 
Canada 
2. Three 
3. July 14th 
4. Nantucket 
5. Belarus &amp; Ukraine 
6. Aru 
7. Canada

Axis Quiz 
1. Italy, Germany, Japan, Prussia, Romano 
2. Italy Veneziano 
3. West 
4. Three 
5. Japan 
6. March 17th
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